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HBV is a conceptual hydrological model extensively used in operational hydrological forecasting and
water balance studies. In this paper, we apply the HBV model on the 1924 km2 semi-humid Leaf River
catchment near Collins, Mississippi. We analyze individual sensitivity of the parameters by calibrating
the model using the Multi-Objective Shuffled Complex Evolution (MOSCEM) algorithm, perform
Monte-Carlo based identifiability analysis and investigate the dynamic behavior of the parameters using
the Dynamic Identifiability Analysis (DYNIA) approach in reference to the hydrological process in the
catchment. The sensitivity analysis using two objective measures showed that there are distinct groups
of parameters that control total runoff volume errors and errors from the high-flow series. The DYNIA
analysis revealed that parameters have specific periods where they show higher identifiability and play
a crucial role in representing the predicted stream flow. Temporal changes of parameter optima were
observed due either to inadequacies in the model structure or possible time-varying catchment response
subject to unsteady hydrodynamic and hydroclimatic conditions.

� 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Hydrological modeling involves multiple steps, each of which
can be associated with uncertainties of different origin that render
uncertainty in the final model prediction (Butts et al., 2004).
Parameters are part of a model structure used for tuning the model
output and can be estimated using different approaches including
a priori estimates using look-up tables (e.g., for physically-based
soil parameters), manual and/or automatic calibration using opti-
mization algorithms, and using transfer functions in between sim-
ilar basins. In any of these approaches, however, the estimated
parameters may not be the ‘true’ representative parameters of
the process in the catchment, leading to uncertainties in the pre-
diction of the model variable.

Harlin and Kung (1992), Uhlenbrook et al. (1999), Sieber and
Uhlenbrook (2005) and Huang and Liang (2006) analyzed the
parameter uncertainties of their respective models and assessed
the corresponding implications on model output. Yapo et al.
(2000) analyzed the SAC-SMA model and found that there are sep-
arate groups of parameters affecting the high-flow series and total
volume error. Based on this observation, Yapo et al. (2000) sug-
ll rights reserved.

: +1 307 766 2221.
gested a step by step calibration scheme where each group of
parameters are calibrated sequentially.

Parameter uncertainty in the modeling process affects the like-
lihood of success when using a given hydrological model as a pre-
diction tool. However, proper and detailed analysis of the
parameters of a model and the model structure thereof can help
estimate and reduce the uncertainties that can affect model predic-
tions. To this end, sensitivity analysis and estimation of predictive
uncertainty have become central research topics in the hydrologi-
cal modeling community. The work by Spear and Hornberger
(1980), the Generalized Likelihood Uncertainty Estimator (GLUE)
approach of Beven and Binley (1992) and the Dynamic Identifiabil-
ity Analysis (DYNIA) approach by Wagener (2004) are among oth-
ers in this area of research.

The ‘‘Equifinality” concept is used to describe how systems can
reach the same state from different initial conditions or by differ-
ent paths (Bertalanffy, 1950). Although the equifinality concept
originated in the biological sciences, it has been used in the con-
texts of behavioral sciences, education, geology, geomorphology,
and more recently, hydrological modeling. Beven and Freer
(2001) employed the concept with the idea of making predictions
using non-unique parameter sets and quantifying the uncertainties
thereof. In their approach, parameter sets are grouped as behav-
ioral and non-behavioral (Beven and Freer, 2001). Behavioral
parameter sets allow models to simulate the observed variables
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to a higher degree, as measured by objective functions. However,
analysis of behavioral parameter sets also shows that as they give
equally good results, there is no unique solution to the calibration
of hydrological models. They argued that if there are ample Monte-
Carlo simulations, the likelihood-weighted predictions could be
evaluated to get the prediction quantiles at any time step.

The identifiability of a parameter expresses how well defined
the parameter is within a model structure. It is a measure of how
closely grouped the values of a parameter are among the behav-
ioral parameter sets. In other words, if a parameter is well-defined,
then the behavioral parameter values lie in a narrow region of the
parameter range and the distribution of the likelihood values of the
parameter is non-uniform. The optimum values of a parameter
may be influenced by the length and information content of the
calibration data (Wriedt and Rode, 2006). In addition to standard
assumptions, the optimum parameter sets can also be a function
of the values of the model state variables. Senarath et al. (2000)
have shown that initial conditions affect the optimized parameters
for single event calibration. Thus, relations between parameter op-
tima and state variables could result in time varying optimal
parameters (Wriedt and Rode, 2006).

If we assume that a given model structure is a combination of
different hypotheses on the workings of the natural system, then
they should be individually testable and should be related to indi-
vidual model components (Wagener et al., 2003). However, the
general assumption is that model parameters are constant in time
given that catchment characteristics do not change with time, and
if parameter optima changes, then the inference is that there is a
missing aspect in the model formulation and thus a model struc-
tural error.

DYNIA is an approach to parameter identification assuming that
parameter optima changes in time. The algorithm uses an identifi-
ability measure based on likelihood values of parameter sets in
representing the model variable and reveals temporal changes of
the parameter distribution and parameter uncertainty (Wriedt
and Rode, 2006). The main motivation behind this approach is that
by aggregating model errors in time, we lose information as to the
performance of the individual components of a model, which be-
comes activated during different periods in time. Hence the ap-
proach helps in identification of parameters and model structures
by improving the amount of information that can be retrieved from
observed catchment variables through using a moving window.

Cullmann and Wriedt (2008) tried to identify factors affecting
event-based optimum parameter sets and temporal variation of
parameter values with the objective to link best parameter values
with a priori knowledge (pre-event conditions) so as to find alter-
native ways of model updating. They found that the optimal value
of the drainage parameter of the WaSim-ETH model (Shulla, 1997)
depends on discharge, which was taken as an integral measure of
catchment wetness. They concluded that the range of the optimum
parameter values varies with time and with discharge revealing a
model structure deficiency to simulate the catchment process
dynamics before any flood event. They also argued that state-
dependent parameter changes should be considered in the formu-
lation of conceptual models intended for continuous simulations.
In a similar way, McCuen (1973) suggested that the dynamic nat-
ure of sensitivity of parameters should be taken into account dur-
ing hydrologic model formulation.

Tripp and Niemann (2008) analyzed two models that simulate
the local and spatially averaged soil moisture in a watershed to
see if parameter uncertainty and model structural errors contrib-
ute to the model uncertainty for forecasting. From their analysis,
they found that the more physically-based soil moisture model
did not produce fewer structural errors than the probabilistic mod-
el they used as the underlying physical assumptions (e.g., uniform
hydraulic conductivity) of the model could be violated when ap-
plied to a catchment. They also argued that the fact that a param-
eter is identifiable does not imply the assumptions about the
parameter in the model are correct for they found a very identifi-
able parameter was found to be time-variant. They attributed the
poor identifiability of some of the parameters and errors in the
model structure as the main contributors to the model uncertainty
for unobserved conditions.

Lee and Moon (2007) used two conceptual models (a Penman
model and a probability-based model) with no state variables
and analyzed model parameter identifiability and the models’
structures using the DYNIA approach. First, they found that the
optimal values of some of the parameters are time-invariant while
the rest exhibit time dependency. However, contrary to the obser-
vation by Tripp and Niemann (2008), the performance of the mod-
els in terms of representing the outflow hydrograph remained
fairly the same when they improved the models’ structures by
including soil moisture index state parameter. They concluded that
data quality has much to do with model performance in addition to
model structure errors.

Results of application of the DYNIA algorithm in assessing mod-
el structural problems and the corresponding parameter identifi-
ability are dependent on the model used and the corresponding
underlying assumptions. In this study, we analyzed the sensitivity
of the HBV model parameters in reference to the hydrological pro-
cesses in a catchment, performed identifiability analysis of the
model parameters in relation to parameter interaction and as-
sessed the dynamic variability of the optimal parameter values in
reference to the model structure. We used data from the
1924 km2 semi-humid Leaf River catchment, which is located in
southern Mississippi. In light of the problems mentioned above,
the objectives of this work were to:

� Identify the most sensitive parameters of the model with
respect to multiple objective measures so that process based
calibration would be possible.
� Analyze the identifiability of parameters of the model in refer-

ence to parameter interaction.
� Analyze the temporal change of the optimum parameter values

and the implications on the model structure.
� Assess the performance of the model in a semi-humid climate

dominated by convective rainfall and qualitatively analyze the
uncertainty thereof.

2. HBV model

HBV model (Bergstrom, 1976) belongs to the conceptual class of
hydrological models, which are characterized by attempts to cover
the most important runoff generating processes using a simple and
robust structure, and a small number of parameters. The model
consists of three main modules: snow accumulation and melt, soil
moisture accounting and river routing and response modules. The
soil moisture accounting routine, which is controlled by three
parameters, computes an index of the wetness and soil moisture
storage in a catchment. Parameter FC is the maximum soil storage
capacity in the basin and parameter b determines the relative con-
tribution to runoff from a millimeter of rain or snowmelt at a given
soil moisture deficit while parameter LP controls the shape of the
reduction curve for potential evapotranspiration. The response
routine transforms excess water from the soil moisture routine
to discharge to each sub-basin. It consists of two reservoirs con-
nected in series by constant percolation rate. The routine has three
recession coefficients, namely K0, K1 and K2, a reservoir threshold
UZL, and a constant percolation rate PERC. Computed outflow from
a catchment is transformed using a triangular weighting function,
the base width of which is the calibration parameter MAXBAS. The
transformed catchment response is routed with a Muskingum
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Fig. 1. HBV model structure (reproduced from Seibert (2000)).

Table 1
Daily statistics of hydrometeorological data at the gauging station.

Measure Rainfall
(mm)

Potential evapotranspiration
mm)

Runoff
(mm)

Max 221.51 9.11 64.85
Min 0.00 0.00 0.07
Mean 3.92 2.91 1.39
Std. 10.14 1.90 2.94
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routing model. However, in this application, given that the catch-
ment is snow-free and that the daily potential evapotranspiration
data were available, for the version used in this application, the to-
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Fig. 2. Leaf River
tal number of calibration parameters was reduced from 12 to 9. A
schematic representation of the model structure is shown in Fig. 1
3. The Leaf River catchment

The Leaf River catchment, located in the Covington County, Mis-
sissippi, and bounded by the coordinates 31�4202300N, 32�2103500N
latitude and 89�1203000W, 89�4105000W longitude, is shown in
Fig. 2. It has a total area above the stream flow gauge of
1924 km2 and has been extensively used as an experimental catch-
ment for various studies (e.g., Sorooshian et al., 1983, 1993; Duan
et al., 1992; Yapo et al., 1998). The catchment is located in the
coastal plain geographic province and is characterized by a gentle
rolling topography. The soil textures range from a clay to a coarse
sands with 15.13 cm average available water storage within the
top 100 cm depth while saturated hydraulic conductivity values
range from 0.0126 to 50.81 cm/h with a mean value of 4.331 cm/
h (STATSGO online source, August 2008). We used the same hydro-
logical and hydrometeorological data that were used in Yapo et al.
(1996), where continuous data from 1948 through 1988 are avail-
able at time steps of 6 h. Table 1 shows the daily statistics of the
catchment.
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hydrological data derived from 40 years of recorded data between
1948 and 1988 at the outlet of the catchment.

4. Methodology

For the individual sensitivity analysis, first we calibrated the
HBV model using the Multi-Objective Shuffled Complex Evolution
Metropolis algorithm (Vrugt et al., 2003) on data from October 1,
1972 to September 30, 1983. The ranges of the model parameters
used in this automatic calibration are shown in Table 2 and were
obtained from Mr. Bo Holst, International Projects Manager, Swed-
ish Meteorological and Hydrological Institute, Environment and
Safety Services Division (Holst, pers. comm., August, 2006). We
used the absolute BIAS and the RMSE objective measures of model
performance and aggregated them into a single objective measure
using the Euclidian distance approach outlined by Madsen (2000).
These measures are given as:

BIAS ¼ abs
1
n

Xn

i¼1

½Q obs;i � Q prd;i�
 ! !

ð1Þ

RMSE ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiPn
i¼1½Qobs;i � Q prd;i�2

n

s
ð2Þ

where Qobs;i and Qprd;i are the observed and predicted flow for each
time step and n is the number of steps in the simulation period con-
sidered. After obtaining a representative parameter set for the
catchment, we divided the range of each parameter into 10 equal
increments and the model was run by varying one parameter at a
time and over these divisions while keeping the rest of the param-
eters at their optimized values. This helped us to see the net effect
of each parameter without having to involve the others and as mea-
sured by BIAS and RMSE separately.

For the identifiability analysis, we used 60,000 Monte-Carlo
simulations and screened these simulations into behavioral and
non-behavioral parameter sets using a threshold Nash–Sutcliffe
efficiency value of 0.88. The Nash–Sutcliffe efficiency measure
(R2), given by Eq. (3), was used as an objective measure so that
all model parameters could be compared on a standard scale.

R2 ¼ 1�
Pn

i¼1½Q obs;i � Q prd;i�2Pn
i¼1½Q obs;i � �Q obs;i�2

ð3Þ

where Qobs;i, Qprd;i and n are as defined above and Qobs is the average
observed flow. For each parameter, a cumulative probability distri-
bution of the posterior parameter value distribution is computed
from the screened behavioral parameter sets and the gradient of
this distribution is taken as a measure the identifiability of the
parameters (Beven and Freer, 2001; Wagener, 2004). The least iden-
tifiable parameter with a uniform posterior density distribution will
have a nearly 1:1 slope for this cumulative probability distribution.
Table 2
HBV model parameters, parameter ranges and optimized values.

Parameter Description Un

TT Threshold temperature C
Cmelt Degree day factor mm
UZL Reservoir threshold mm
K0 Recession coefficient Da
K1 Recession coefficient Da
K2 Recession coefficient Da
PERC Percolation to GW mm
MAXBAS Base of weighing function h
LP Wilting point mm
FC Field capacity mm
b Shape coefficient –
For the Dynamic Identifiability Analysis, first we ran Monte-
Carlo simulations with the RMSE used as an objective measure.
In evaluating the identifiability of the parameters at each time step,
the algorithm first selects n time steps of observed and the Monte-
Carlo simulated data before and after the current time step (i.e., a
window size of 2n + 1 steps) and then calculates the average model
error for this window from the best performing top 10% parameter
sets. This error is assumed to be the average model error associated
to the current time step. Next a cumulative probability distribution
of the top 10% best performing simulations is computed using the
method discussed in the text above. A 90% confidence interval of
the parameter values for each time step and for each parameter
is then calculated. In those time steps where we observe a nar-
rower 90% confidence interval and a non-uniform probability dis-
tribution, a parameter has higher identifiability and vice versa.
Generally, the size of the moving window depends on the temporal
length of influence of a given parameter and the quality of input
and observed flow data. And in view of this and based on previous
experiences in other applications, for all parameters, we used a
time step of 6 h and a window size of 61 time steps.

Two plots are produced for each parameter as an output of the
analysis. The first plot (upper plot) shows the 90% confidence inter-
val, the normalized observed hydrograph with respect to the max-
imum flow and the identifiability of the parameters. The second
plot (lower plot) shows the information content in time calculated
as one minus the normalized width of the confidence limit with re-
spect to the original parameter range. Hence, those time steps with
narrower widths in the confidence interval of the upper plot result
in higher information content values in the lower plot and vice
versa.

5. Results and discussion

5.1. Individual sensitivity analysis

A representative plot of the simulated and the observed flows
for the first two years of the calibration period is shown in Fig. 3,
the corresponding optimized parameter values are given in Table 2,
and the individual sensitivity analyses of each parameter are
shown in Figs. 4 and 5 respectively. Fig. 4 shows that the recession
coefficients K0 and K1, the reservoir threshold UZL, the percolation
parameter PERC and the base of the unit hydrograph function
MAXBAS are insensitive to the BIAS measure. The parameter sensi-
tivity result based on a RMSE measure shown in Fig. 5 reveals that
the response and transformation routine parameters K1, MAXBAS
and UZL appear to be the most influential parameters controlling
the high-flow series and thus their clear sensitivity to the RMSE
measure, which to a large extent depends on the high-flow series.
Sensitivity of K1 resembles that of UZL in the sense that both
showed a clear optima and a change in RMSE from 27 m3 s�1 to
40 m3 s�1 when varied over half of their respective ranges. On
it Range Optimized value

�1 to 1 –
/C day 1–10 –

0–100 35.54
y�1 0.05–0.5 0.48
y�1 0.01–0.3 0.14
y�1 0.001–0.1 0.016

/day 0–0.25 0.03
13–24 16.66
20–100 62.44
100–300 238.23
1–6 3.17
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the contrary, parameters K2 and LP, which showed some degree of
sensitivity to the BIAS measure in Fig. 4, are less sensitive to the
RMSE measure. K0 and PERC, though not very significant, show
some sensitivity in Fig. 5.

From the structure of the model, it is clear that parameters K0,
K1, UZL, PERC and MAXBAS play roles in the response and transfor-
mation routines. Thus, they influence the high-flow series more
than the volume balance. Specifically UZL, K0 and K1 are parame-
ters that control the overland runoff and the quick interflow. Their
influence on the catchment response is through changing the
shape of outflow hydrograph at the outlet of the catchment and
hence they have negligible effect when it comes to the overall vol-
ume error. Parameter K2, which controls the base flow from deep
groundwater, affects the volume error. The lower the parameter
value of K2, the higher the volume that remains in deep aquifer
storage and contributes to the regional groundwater flow system.
This in turn decreases the outflow at the catchment outlet and thus
the parameter’s sensitivity around its lower edge in Fig. 4. How-
ever, increasing the value of K2 above an optimal percolation rate
has no effect on the outflow, meaning that it is insensitive after
nearly 15% of its range.

In the HBV model formulation, FC plays a key role in partition-
ing the effective precipitation into runoff and soil moisture. A low-
er FC value means that the soil water holding capacity is very low
(thin soil layer) and thus a smaller amount of water is available for
evapotranspiration and vice versa. This makes FC the main param-
eter to control volume error and thus the sensitivity of this param-
eter to the BIAS measure. As b is an exponent on the ratio between
soil moisture and field capacity, it affects the division of the net
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precipitation into runoff and soil moisture recharge. Hence, the
amount of soil moisture that is available for evapotranspiration de-
pends on this exponent and hence the strong effect of the param-
eter on the volume error. A very steep gradient over its range
reveals the effect this parameter has on the volume error. Parame-
ter LP, which determines the actual evapotranspiration in refer-
ence to the available soil moisture, has moderate effect on the
volume balance. A mild slope over its range reveals that though
the volume error is influenced by the change in the parameter va-
lue, the net effect is not as such very significant. Overall, in this
semi-humid catchment we found that b and FC are the most dom-
inant parameters of the model controlling the volume error.

PERC and K2 work in combination. A higher PERC value allows
high flow of water from the upper to the lower reservoir and thus
more storage in the lower one. This combined with high or low K2
value determines the error in the low flow series. However, given
that K2 determines only the base flow, it has less effect on peak
flows and thus a mild variation of the RMSE measure over the
range of the parameter. On the other hand, PERC plays a role by
reducing the volume of water in the first tank. However, given that
it has no direct role on the peak flow, it has a relatively minor effect
on the RMSE objective measure when varied over its range.

The parameter K0 controls the overland runoff that forms when
cumulative precipitation is in excess of the reservoir threshold UZL.
Given that the parameter is functional only when the cumulative
precipitation is higher than the optimized and fixed UZL value,
we see the effect of the parameter only when the system is already
wet and there is ample input of precipitation. However, given that
the number of times where the threshold could be exceeded is
much smaller as compared to the total period considered, the net
effect of the parameter on the overall aggregated error measure
is not so strong. The mild gradient that is shown in Fig. 5 with a to-
tal change in RMSE from 27 m3 s�1 to 32 m3 s�1 over the range of
the parameter supports the argument. The formulation of the re-
sponse routine is such that K1 and UZL influence each other. Given
K1 and K0 fixed at their optimum values, varying the threshold UZL
affects the amount of water that would be available in the reservoir
and that forms direct interflow. This indirectly affects the high-
flow series at the catchment and its observed high sensitivity to
the objective measure and a clear optimum.

In general, while FC, b, and LP determine the balance in volume,
UZL, K0, K1 and MAXBAS control the high-flow series in the catch-
ment. In addition, FC was observed to have a strong role in both the
high-flow series and the volume error, whereas PERC seems to
have a simple role of redistributing the volume between the two
reservoirs with no clear effect on either of the two objective mea-
sures. From this result, we can see that calibration of the model
without considering this division of parameters along the objective
measures and using only single objectives would incur uncertainty
in the model output. In cases of manual calibration of the model,
usage of the multi-step calibration approach described in Yapo
et al. (2000), where each distinct group of parameters are cali-
brated sequentially considering two or more objectives, would re-
duce the uncertainty in the model prediction.

5.2. Identifiability analysis

Fig. 6 shows the identifiability of the model parameters when
Nash–Sutcliffe efficiency is used as an objective measure and when
the model parameters were sampled simultaneously. Each of the
plots in the figure shows graphs of the cumulative distributions
of the posterior parameter distribution and a theoretical uniform
distribution of a total of 1322 behavioral parameter sets, which
met the threshold efficiency of 0.88. This result gave us insight
as to how the parameter interaction affects the identifiability of
parameters when sampled simultaneously.
Parameters UZL, MAXBAS, FC and K1 tended to be more identi-
fiable than the remaining parameters. A closer look at the internal
definitions of these parameters showed that these are the main
parameters in their respective model components. The plot for
K0 showed more identifiability as compared to its sensitivity in
the individual parameter analysis. Given that we used the effi-
ciency measure, LP might not be properly identifiable in this anal-
ysis. However, K2 and PERC consistently showed that they are the
least identifiable when sampled simultaneously with other param-
eters and the least sensitive when analyzed independently on both
RMSE and BIAS measures signaling that there is a model formula-
tion problem in the way the two reservoirs are connected and in
the way the second reservoir is parameterized. There could also
be a component in the catchment response that is missing in the
model response routine formulation and which resulted in the
least identifiability of these parameters. This identification of the
most interacting and the least identifiable parameters helps reduce
the risk of having uncertainty in the model output during model
application.
5.3. DYNIA analysis

Dynamic Identifiability Analysis results for five of the total nine
parameters on the two-water-year data set extending from Octo-
ber 1, 1972, to September 30, 1974, are shown in Figs. 7–11. These
parameters were selected based on whether or not each of them
are very identifiable and/or represents one of the components of
the model. In the upper plots of these figures, the dotted lines rep-
resent the limits of the 90% confidence interval likelihood distribu-
tion in time while the solid dark lines show the normalized
observed flow series with respect to the maximum flow. The grey
shading is the identifiability of the parameters in time. The inten-
sity of the shading in the vertical direction at each time step shows
the magnitude of the probability of the corresponding parameter
value in representing the observed hydrograph. Hence, for each
step, those areas with darker shading represent the parameter val-
ues with higher probability and vice versa. The lower plots show
the information content for each time step as discussed previously.

In general, parameters were found to have specific periods
where they are more identifiable, more sensitive and where they
play a clearer role than other periods. From the lower plot of
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Fig. 7. Parameter identifiability, likelihood distribution and information content for FC for the period from October 1, 1972 to September 30, 1974.
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Fig. 9. Parameter identifiability, likelihood distribution and information content for MAXBAS for the period from October 1, 1972 to September 30, 1974.
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Fig. 10. Parameter identifiability, likelihood distribution and information content for LP for the period from October 1, 1972 to September 30, 1974.
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Fig. 7, FC is more identifiable during dry periods where the soil
moisture is less than the maximum field capacity and where there
is precipitation input. The optimum value of the parameter shows
a variation over the period considered taking higher values from
October 1972 till January 1973 and lower values later on for the
periods around February 1973, August 1973 and December 1974.

During the run-up to the winter and early-spring rainy season,
FC plays a strong role in determining the rate of water accumula-
tion in the storage reservoirs. The higher information content from
October 1972 till January 1973 could be attributed to this process.
After the soil attains a higher level of wetness, the role of the FC is
diminished. The corresponding information content of the param-
eter during the wet season (between January and May), therefore
becomes very low. After the rainy season is over, we see increasing
information content for FC at various periods between May and
September of the first water year. Overall, the information content
of FC increases at periods where the soil moisture is below maxi-
mum capacity and when there is precipitation input.

With regard to the optimal parameter values, it could be said
that parameter FC took different values over the period considered.
This could be attributed to the formulation of the soil moisture
routine in the model. In reality, the partitioning of the rainfall into
runoff and soil moisture depends on many other factors including
the type, intensity and duration of precipitation which are not
explicitly considered in the model. For those steps where runoff
formation is suppressed by incompleteness in soil moisture routine
formulation, the FC parameter must assume a very low value to
counter balance the effect of the missing factors and thus the fluc-
tuation in parameter optima over time. The observation at times
steps of around February 1973, August 1973 and December 1974
where the parameter takes lower optimal values supports this
argument. Especially in high-intensity convective rainfall, runoff
could easily form before the soil moisture increases appreciably.
On the contrary, if there is a catchment process that was not taken
into account in the routine and the absence of which overestimates
the amount of rainfall that goes to runoff formation, then the
parameter assumes higher values to balance that effect. Higher
optimal values that were observed at steps of around July 1973,
September 1973 and January 1974 could be due to such factors.

Fig. 8 is the DYNIA plot of parameter b. We observe that the
information content is higher during wetting up periods and dry
summer periods where the soil moisture is lower than the maxi-
mum capacity. On average, the periods from October 1972 till
December 1972, from June 1973 till January 1973 and from May
1974 to October 1974 are informative regions. In general, in all
the steps where there is a rainfall input to the system and the soil
moisture has not reached the FC level, b has a significant effect on
the partitioning of the precipitation into soil moisture and runoff
and on the corresponding information content. For a given precip-
itation input, low b values favor runoff formation more than soil
moisture recharge. We observe that the parameter takes low val-
ues at periods where the soil moisture is below the field capacity
and where runoff has to form from a given precipitation. On the
other hand, in a similar way as to the parameter FC, the informa-
tion content as well as identifiability of b decreases considerably
during the wet season.

The DYNIA plot of MAXBAS is shown in Fig. 9. The lower infor-
mation content plot shows that the parameter is more identifiable
at high flow periods and during the wet season. The plots for the
periods from January 1973 till June 1973 and from December
1973 till May 1974 support this argument. On the other hand, dur-
ing the wetting up period and the dry summer, the parameter has
little effect on the low flow series resulting in a low information
content and weak identifiability.

Assuming a constant volume of runoff per given amount of pre-
cipitation, the higher the value of MAXBAS, the lower the high-flow
series from the catchment and vice versa. However, in the event of
pronounced peaks, the linear transformation function assumption
may not be appropriate for simulating peak flows due to flows in
the flood plain and the resulting non-linear effect on channel flow
routing, which was not activated in this application owing to a
lumped approach followed. Due to this, the high-flow series from
the model could be underestimated under normal MAXBAS opti-
mal values. To balance this effect and produce higher peaks, the va-
lue of MAXBAS should decrease. Thus, for the pronounced peak
observed in April 1974, the parameter assumes a very low value.
The posterior distribution of the parameter also showed that the
90% confidence limit narrowed with a corresponding proportional
increase in the information content signifying that a unique value
of the parameter became important during that period.

The information content plot in Fig. 10, which is the DYNIA re-
sult for parameter LP, shows that the parameter becomes slightly
more identifiable when there is a high flow during summer season.
For the month of August 1973, the information content is a little
higher and the corresponding probability distribution shows that
the parameter takes a unique value in its upper part of the range.
However, for the rest of the series, the parameter assumes values
that vary widely over the range and the information content is
nearly uniform. However, given that the parameter is not sensitive
to the RMSE objective measure use in the analysis, and due to the
absence of a period where the parameter is uniquely identified, no
conclusion could be drawn as to the variation of the parameter LP
in time.

The DYNIA analysis of parameter UZL is shown in Fig. 11. The
information content plot exhibits somewhat higher identifiability
during periods when there is precipitation input and the catch-
ment is relatively wet. This pattern is seen for the periods between
January 1973 and May 1973 and between January. 1974 and April
1974. The corresponding posterior distribution also shows that
during these steps lower values of this parameter are more likely.
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However, the contribution of UZL to high-flow series either by
favoring more overland runoff (low UZL) or more quick interflow
from the first reservoir (high UZL) is obscured by the effect of the
two recession parameters K0 and K1. Thus, the net effect of this
parameter is difficult to discern unless the recession parameters
are kept constant.

To summarize, the DYNIA approach showed that depending on
their role in the model, parameters are better identified for a cer-
tain segment of the total series. This is because different modes
of catchment response, which are represented by different compo-
nents of the model, occur at different times implying that the cor-
responding parameters become effective during that period. The
consideration of specific segment of the data series maximizes
the gain of information that comes from aggregating residuals
from periods where a parameter is more identifiable, thus giving
a reasonably accurate estimation of that particular parameter.
However, the assumption almost universally employed in model
development is that catchment response mechanism is constant
in time given the corresponding catchment properties are con-
stant. This implies that if there is a change in parameter optimal
value then there is a model structure problem (Wagener et al.,
2003).

We observed that the optimal values of the parameters showed
a variation in time not only because there is a model structure
inadequacy but also the model structure is fixed while important
catchment processes are unsteady. Hence, the fixed structure of
the model makes it impossible for the parameter optima to assume
the same values when the catchment is subjected to an unusual
hydrometeorological forcing or seasonal changes in the landscape.
For instance, the dynamics of a flood wave, which is one of the fac-
tors that affect peak flows, could change with the type, intensity,
uniformity, and duration of rainfall. Thus, in very intense events
the linear transformation assumption in the model may not be va-
lid and this could force the transformation parameter to assume
different optima. Measured soil moisture values at 5, 20, 51 and
102 cm soil depth in an agricultural area near the catchment fur-
ther showed that there are quasi-stable soil moisture profiles with
depth that vary from season to season. Seasonally-dependent vari-
ations of soil moisture with depth call into question the assump-
tion of the persistence of different flow generation mechanisms
(direct runoff, quick interflow, delayed interflow and base flow)
and their representations in the model formulation.

There are two possible explanations for the existence of dy-
namic variability of the optimal parameter values. One is model
formulation inadequacies, and the second is unsteadiness in dom-
inant watershed processes. Bronstert et al. (2002) provide a com-
prehensive list of catchment-scale land-use changes that
frequently occur and affect hydrologic response. These vary from
seasonal changes in leaf litter to land-surface changes due to agri-
cultural processes. Very few hydrologic models have the ability to
explicitly simulate unsteady catchment processes. From our analy-
sis, we observe that the assumption that model parameters are
constant in time leads to high level of uncertainty in the model
output.
6. Conclusions

This study performed a detailed analysis of the sensitivity and
function of the HBV model parameters on different flow periods
and different objective functions. We used data from the semi-hu-
mid Leaf River watershed located in the sub-tropical coastal plain
of the southeastern United States. Our study is the first attempt
to calibrate the HBV model using multiple objectives and using
the Multi-Objective Shuffled Complex Evolution Metropolis algo-
rithm. This is also one of the few attempts made to apply the DY-
NIA approach to real hydrological model applications in general
and the first attempt to apply it to the HBV model in particular.
We believe that our analysis of the model and the results of our
study will be of interest to hydrologists who use HBV or similar
models, either for operational forecast purposes or for water bal-
ance studies.

Individual sensitivity analysis of the parameters around cali-
brated optimum points showed that the model has two groups of
parameters that effectively control the volume error and the error
in high-flow series. The first group contains FC, b, and to a certain
extent LP, which are parameters of the soil moisture and evapo-
transpiration components. We observed that they have a strong ef-
fect in the total volume error of the model. Especially, FC was found
to be the most dominant parameter of the model, which affects
both the high-flow series and the volume errors showing sensitiv-
ity to both RMSE and BIAS objective measures. The second group of
parameters constitute of UZL, K1, K0, and MAXBAS mainly from the
response and transformation routines. These parameters showed
higher sensitivity by the RMSE objective measure and thus their
significant influence on the peak flows. The third group contains
parameters K2 and PERC. These parameters were found to have
no dominant effect on either the high-flow series or the volume er-
ror because of either inadequate model structure of the respective
routines or due to the existence of parameter interaction. Given
that our analysis has shown that there are two groups of parame-
ters sensitive to the objective measures used, the traditional ap-
proach of calibrating the HBV model using the Nash–Sutcliffe
efficiency measure, which is much the same as the RMSE measure
and which emphasizes the high-flow series, should be replaced by
a combined multi-objective approach that measures different
modes of a catchment response.

The Monte-Carlo based identifiability analysis revealed that the
main parameters of the respective components of the model show
higher identifiability as compared to the remaining parameters. On
the contrary, some of the parameters of the response routine
showed the least identifiability when sampled simultaneously
revealing a strong parameter interaction, a model formulation
problem or a missing component in the catchment response
routine.

DYNIA analysis on five of the nine model parameters showed
that MAXBAS, FC and b have clearly defined periods where the
information content is very high. We also found FC and b to have
the highest information content during wetting-up and dry sum-
mer periods. On the contrary, UZL was found to have on average
uniform information content in time indicating that the model
component that the parameter belongs to does not have specific
periods where it plays a key role in the catchment process. A sys-
tematic dependence between model parameters and the model
state variables was also observed. Analysis of parameters FC and
b showed that their identifiability is related to the state of soil
moisture in the catchment indicating a calibration scheme consid-
ering state variables, where possible, might help find the true and
representative parameter values of a given catchment.

From the DYNIA analysis, we also found that parameter optima
could change in time not only because of model structure inade-
quacies, but also because of possible unsteadiness in catchment-
scale processes. The current hydrological model development par-
adigm assumes that the dominant runoff generation processes is
constant. Analysis of the 1974 flood event and the change in time
of the optimal MAXBAS parameter showed that the fixed linear
transformation function in the model structure, which does not
have the flexibility to adjust to a change in the catchment’s re-
sponse caused by a change in hydrodynamic and hydroclimatic
conditions, results in changes in optimal parameter in time. None-
theless, the HBV model was found to perform well in a large, snow-
free, semi-humid catchment with frequent convective rainfall with
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efficiency of above 0.9 and good fit to both the low and high-flow
series.
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